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PAP, the Polish Press Agency in Warsaw, has hosted the 
press conference organized to announce the next Pride 
of Poland and the news related to the 2019 edition which 
will celebrate its 50th anniversary.  Present were the 
minister of agriculture Jan Krzysztof Ardanowski, the 
president of the Polish Jockey Club Tomasz Chalimoniuk 
and the acting directors of Janów and Michałów studs 
– Grzegorz Czochański and Monika Słowik. The list of 
horses in Pride of Poland and Summer Sale were given so 
now breeders have time enough to organize their trip to 
Poland in August (9th-13th August) and to save money 
to spend at the  exceptional Auction that this year will 
offer a spectacular list of horses. Nine mares from Janów 
Podlaski, six from Michałów – plus two embryos – and 
one mare from Białka will compose the offer of the state 
studs for the Janów Podlaski main sale, Pride of Poland 
2019 (August 11th).

Among the mares it can be found  the Janów-
bred  Primera  (Eden C – Preria/Ararat), European 

Silver Champion Mare 2013 and Aachen Junior 
Champion Mare 2012; and Michałów’s multi 
champion  Galerida  (Shanghai EA – Galilea/Laheeb), 
in addition to the gens of other Michałów’s stars: those 
of  Emandoria  (Gazal Al Shaqab – Emanda/Ecaho) 
and  Pustynia Kahila  (Kahil Al Shaqab – Pustynna 
Malwa/Ekstern). The embryos will be the ones 
of   Emandoria x Alexxanderr and Pustynia Kahila x 
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RFI Farid, two exceptional matches.

The Emandoria daughter  Emanolla  (by Vitorio TO), 
Gold Junior Polish National Champion Mare 2018 
and Al Khalediah European Arabian Horse Festival 
Bronze Champion Junior Mare 2018 will be offered as 
well. The Pianissima’s daughter Pianova (by Eden C) is 
in the Janów Podlaski’s list. The oldest mare on the list is 
the 11 year old Pustynna Malwa (Ekstern – Pustynna 

Róża/Emigrant), the dam of Pustynia Kahila. The 
youngest is the two-year-old  El Gotta  (Ascot DD – El 
Mediara/Eryks). The mare Anawera (Piaff – Altamira/
Ekstern), already present at the 2017 Pride of Poland 
Sale, will be offered there. 

In addition to that, the Summer Sale will propose a 
list of strong horses made of 9 mares and one stallion 
from  Janów Podlaski, 7 mares from  Michałów and 2 
mares from Białka. 

Of course, additionally these lists, in Pride of Poland and 
Summer Sale will be offered private-bred horses and the 
list will be presented, once ready, in our magazine.

In conclusion a rare selection of extraordinary horses 
offered to the  most selecting group of breeders in the 
world. Being part of this event means to be part of a new 
chapter of the Arabian horse history.

After the event on 13th in the afternoon Janow Podlaski 
will open its doors to visitors for the Open Day and the 
same will do SK Białka and SK Michalow the day after, 
on 14th. q


